ABSTRACT

Based on an analysis of the developments to date, this article originates from and then substantiates long-discussed approaches of a fast, periodic unaccompanied combined rail freight transport network for Germany that corresponds to the target modal split. A four-stage scenario of a market entry is developed. The presented solution incorporates potentially novel aspects such as a network design based on the Deutschlandtakt Cargo integrated periodic timetable framework, the prospective quantity structures as of 2030, and a segmentation for a route-specific mix of two major shipping container types. The set of assessment indicators derived by the model allows to gain insights on the achievable capacities and service levels versus the addressable freight transport demand as well as consequential cost/benefit functions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The imperative climate protection regulation and the unabatedly ambitious objectives of a substantial modal shift from road to rail shall be brought in consistency with the technological viability and prospective market reactions of a supply-driven extended rail freight system. Discussions on how to increase freight traffic by rail have been going on for decades. The already saturated road corridors in Central Europe cannot cope with more growth unless the service levels decrease further and infrastructure will be even more severely affected by heavy trucks. The current decarbonisation debate is once again putting the spotlight on a much greater role for freight rail in managing rising transport volumes and lowering greenhouse gas emissions. However, this preconceived pathway is subject to demanding conditions as well. Comparative advantages in terms of energy consumption, external costs, and savings in driving personnel are obvious but not decisive aspects. In reality, due to the slow pace of infrastructure development, often in conflict with residents’ interests, not even the resulting additional traffic can be adequately absorbed. Despite further increasing intramodal competition – with a medium term Herfindahl index below 0.25 – which has stimulated the German rail freight market, existing operating models fell short of expectations of a considerable modal shift towards rail.

As a result, the rail market share has remained at around 18 percent, with a slight upward trend over the past decade [1]. The freight volume projections for 2030 also do not assume that this situation will change significantly in the medium term. Taking a European comparison, Germany can be found in a midfield of the ranking [2]. Countries with a higher modal split either invest significantly more into railways or benefit from transport market demand dominated by commodities suited to being carried by the railways. For example, Austria and Switzerland belong to this first group. The second group includes Estonia and Latvia, which also exhibit the highest net tonne kilometres per train kilometres in Europe – due to the aforementioned rail affinity of most of the cargo [3].

A viable approach to improve the availability and raise service levels is containerised system transports, thus transferring some operating concepts of passenger traffic to freight traffic. This presupposes
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fast access to/from combined transport terminals and expedite direct transfers between trains within. Assuming this, the railways furthermore will need to provide a highly standardised regular interval service for full container loads upfront and market it similar to an airline’s seat inventory afterwards. It still appears questionable whether this challenge can be managed both capacitively and logistically. Currently, just about five percent of trailers in Germany are cranable. Even if new operation infrastructure such as the 2021-opened Lehrte hub points precisely in this direction, most terminals do not meet the above requirements of combined transport [4].

1.2 Research objectives

On the understanding that combined transport needs to restore flexibility through dense integrated periodic ("clockface") timetables (ITF) in the extent of market requirements, the research was intended to investigate the conditions under which such transports could be implemented. The focus is on the resulting demand and supply side interaction.

The transport political goals were deliberately set quite high. Taking a targeted 25 percent market share at its word, the aim of the scenario and its underlying model to be created was to establish comprehensible system transport supply concepts with consistent quantity structures first. The speed-up, high availability, and considerably more volumes on offer over time should differentiate this service from the still-coexisting direct train and single wagon load transport. Based on it, the task was to check on which corridors system transports can best be realised and whether the capacities set in the German timetable are foreseeably sufficient to achieve such a modal split. This is organised in expansion stages. Sufficient expected demand is a necessary precondition to support a specific route. Since government subsidies certainly intervene in the tariffs, the ultimately decisive question of price competitiveness was left aside for the time being.

In the final analysis, the modelling work should provide the necessary indicators that allow for subsequent hypothesis tests and suggest an integrated periodic timetable at an optimal system size, taking aggregated microeconomic and social benefits versus expected incremental costs on top of the existing road and railway supply into account. While the benefits are assumed to be degressive, the average cost curve is likely to be U-shaped (Figure 1).

Expected outcomes could substantiate the definition of appropriate horizons of infrastructure requirements of a stepwise network extension, until the marginal net utility falls below the zero point.

1.3 Previous work

Although it can be assumed that national and transnational railroad companies have conducted their own research on the subject, the literature review is based only on non-proprietary documents. Expedite containerised rail freight, with emphasis on seaport-hinterland relations, has been widely addressed by conceptual and applied research worldwide. This includes aspects such as

- demonstration of proven strategies to encourage rail freight transportation [5, 6]
- management of port container transshipment in conjunction with freight rail timetable construction [7, 8]
- operational efficiency of rail freight in providing hinterland market access [9]
- opportunities of high-speed rail freight [10]
- improvement of cross-border procedures, complicated by gauge change [11], and
- construction of efficient periodic train paths in the case of mixed traffic allocation and its impact on both inter and intra-modal competition. [12, 13].

For the literature underlying the subsequently studied case of Germany, we refer to section 2.

2. METHODOLOGY

The research presented picks up on the rich literature of prior insights on success factors and impediments of fast combined transport. Before describing
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major restrictions on freight rail companies [22], leading to higher production costs for railway undertakings in terms of personnel and energy (due to accelerating from frequent stops) and non-competitive service levels [23]. Eighty percent of all train paths are allocated as systematised periodic train paths with the timetable. Moreover, the lengthy train path application process shrinks the logistical flexibility [24], although increasingly being demanded by potential rail freight customers (cf. [19] p.68).

Combined transport is distinguished from other multimodal transports by the transshipment of goods without changing the transport vessel (cf. [18] p.40), forming sub-mode in addition to direct block trains and single-wagon transport [25]. At the price of additional transshipment effort, the strengths of the individual modes of transport for each section can be optimally used on their respective legs (cf. [18] p.41). However, the limited terminal quality and transshipment performance is a decisive barrier [26]. In terms of intermodal terminals, there is already a dense network in Germany. Combined transport currently features 177 terminals, with another 11 facilities to enter revenue operation [27]. The aforementioned Lehrte hub is exemplary for that new generation (cf. [25], p.487). However, the vast majority of terminals are not suitable for fast through traffic and efficient train-to-train transshipments. Due to this, only a fraction of the demand potential and network economies can be leveraged. In consequence, many system transports in combined transport are up to now only carried out as point-to-point service at low frequencies.

Table 1 – List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BVWP</td>
<td>Federal Transport Infrastructure Planning Framework of Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Combined Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Deutsche Bahn / German Railways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITF</td>
<td>Integrated Periodic Timetable / Clockface time-tabling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTS</td>
<td>Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-D</td>
<td>Origin-Destination (Pair/Relation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFRP</td>
<td>Periodic Freight Rail Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWL</td>
<td>Single Wagon Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU</td>
<td>Twenty-Foot Equivalent (Unit of Measurement)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Review of initial conditions

With more than 3.5 billion tonnes of goods conveyed on the roads of its territory, Germany features the most important surface transport market on the continent [14]. The country is also crossed by six of the eleven European multimodal (rail) freight corridors [15]. Mixed traffic of significant speed differentials can still be found on these corridor routes to this day, thus delimiting capacity [16]. The upgrading of these routes is preferentially supported by EU funds in order to create a seamless European network for freight transport according to the most uniform technical standards possible. In particular, the aim is to eliminate bottlenecks [17], set to avoid problems in the railway supply chains [18]. Traditionally, particular importance of transport policies is attached to multimodal transport [19]. In order to be capacitively capable of handling considerably more cargo, path conflicts between passenger and freight traffic on the rail network are apparent and subject to regulation processes by the infrastructure provider [20]. Especially high traffic corridors often involve longer idle times for freight trains. Passenger traffic is given priority, especially in suburban regional rail transport networks [21], thus imposing

2.2 Synthesis of previous improvement approaches

Numerous theoretical proposals and practical attempts to improve combined transport’s attractiveness, to overcome outdated technologies, and to increase train path capacities and door-to-door levels of service could be recorded. Frequently, regularly scheduled transports are already used in combined transport, which at least partially fulfil the criteria of system traffic. In the process, trains were offered between major conurbations at night, particularly on routes within Germany or to neighbouring countries [28]. A clear product differentiation to SWL traffic of total transport times of up to three days can be achieved [29], although frequencies of the direct trains are still lagging behind usual frequencies in
In conclusion, the elements of a technical solution given to implement a synthesis of Kortschak’s CARGONET vision [38] and of Busche & Weigand [39] will form the basis for further consideration. The following, slightly modified, guiding principles are adopted as model assumptions. These include:

- cross-border block trains with the length of 700 meters (excl. 40 meters buffer for optional carriages)
- state-of-the-art multi-system locomotives and flexible carrying wagons to accommodate containers (in the following used as a generic term for standardised containers, semitrailers, and swap bodies)
- fast unloading and uploading of containers (15 to 30 minutes for the entire train)
- neither shunting nor coupling of wagons
- dependable, highest priority run in the network
- periodic timetabling, allowing for 100–120 km/h non-stop between terminals
- simultaneous train path planning with passenger trains within the Deutschlandtakt Cargo
- optimisation of previously undeveloped bottlenecks in favour of combined transport
- optional line swap to cover further transshipment-free O-D relations
- up to 16; lines gradual start-up of first lines with horizontal handling systems.

2.3 Network design and assessment model outline

The system transport network to be established should offer the by-products of continental and seaport hinterland containerised traffic of expedite, but not necessarily ultimately time critical cargo – thus covering a rather broad range of willingness-to-pay, yet without explicit reference to the pricing. It is noteworthy that shipments requiring special handling such as cooling or accompanying (e.g. case of hazardous goods) are exempted here.

In practice, each system transport route needs a planning and implementation lead time of at least five years. To limit market entry risks, a stepwise implementation by stages of expansion, bundling lines by descending net benefit, is suggested. Figure 2 overviews the workflow used to derive the indicators of relevance for the planning process.

The overall procedure draws on elements of the four-step-algorithm of transport modelling in time-expanded multimodal networks, combined with timetabling and assessment mechanisms. For
example, the demand matrix assignment to the periodic line network presupposes an implicit route split for all combinations of relevant departure/arrival terminal.

Freight volume matrices 2030 of the BVWP national infrastructure planning framework on NUTS3 level were used. The top origin-destination pairs which could support direct trains were identified. The segmentation of the relevant market was conducted by differentiating market shares by commodity group as well as a commodity and distance-specific fuzzy filtering, using a linear transition function in the interval between 250 to 350 kilometres of the main-run distance. An upper bound of rail affinity was estimated for each freight commodity group. Moreover, relevant sections on trans-European traffic were assigned to/from 14 railway border crossings.

The analysis of demand potential concluded that approximately 28% of the 837 billion tonne-kilometres per year in German freight demand are suitable for rail. In total, this would be equivalent to an increase of about ten percentage points compared to the status quo.

The tonnage matrices were transferred into matrices of the respective TEU loading units. O-D pair involving seaports were identified. For simplification, it was assumed that 40ft containers continue to dominate the seaport-hinterland relations, whereas Euro pallet size compatible 45ft containers will become the most used unit size at continental relations. Furthermore, there is the assumption of an 80 percent utilisation with regard to maximum container payload on average.

The travel time matrix of the BVWP base case road network [40], modified by adding statutory driver rest periods according to regulation EC 561/2006, was used as a reference level of service. (Notably, the truck drivers’ hours-of-service regulation is not only a crucial driver for the safety of continental road transport, but at the same time an indirect support for the competitiveness of freight rail.)

3. RESULTS

In the following section, the quantity structures of the resulting network model (3.1) and obtained assessment indicators (3.2) are presented.

3.1 Network model and quantity structure

Zonal system and network access

The zonal system on NUTS3 level comprises 402 cells, of which 14 are railway border crossings. The 177 existing terminals as of 2020 (Figure 3), supplemented by another four high-performance terminals
based on the Lehrte example at Hamm/Westfalen, Eichenberg, Darmstadt, and Wustermark. For each cell, between three and four access and egress connector links to the nearest facilities were created, resulting in 2,538 connector links which are assumed to be served with just-in-time delivery.

Demand potential
The origin-destination matrices comprise an annual demand of 2.7 million 40ft containers and 12.0 million 45ft containers to be shipped. Based on the road network distances, this volume would correspond to an annual transport of 125 billion tonne-kilometres or 15% of the 2030 projections’ totals.

Railway network model
The underlying physical railway network has a high level of detail. The eligible sub-network for rail cargo was used for a preliminary assignment of the matrices, assuming a 20ft-equivalent and unlimited train path allocation (Figure 4).

Based on this, a simplified infrastructure model was derived, avoiding the already overloaded corridors of intercity passenger rail on the one hand and presupposing electrified double-track lines of at least 120 km/h maximum speed as links on the other (Figure 5). Based on this, a spatiotemporal trunk network between the hub nodes has been fixed as a framework (Figure 6). The hub operations were specifically scheduled so that no overload occurs even with several potential intermediate stops, that is, remains within the production possibilities.

Rolling stock and feeder fleets
The maximum usable train length less the traction unit (Vectron or similar) is assumed to be 680 meters. The combination of seaport-hinterland and...
continental traffic poses a challenge for the selections of rolling stock, mainly because of the different container sizes and payloads.

Different types of carrying wagons were analysed. The optimum wagon currently available for seaport hinterland traffic, characterised by the transport of relatively light 40ft containers, is the four-axle 80ft Sggns. Its tare weight is about 22 tonnes. The maximum number of wagons would be 26, i.e., 52 40ft container positions or 104 TEU. However, due to the loading length of 80ft, only one 45ft container could be accommodated per wagon – instead of two 40ft containers, as shown in Figure 7a.

For continental traffic, type Sggmrss (tare 29 tonnes) with Jacob’s bogies would be suitable as a reference wagon, since the pallet-wide 45ft containers are becoming increasingly common (Figure 7b). This articulated container wagon is based on two 45ft platforms and three bogies. Containers and swap bodies of various lengths (20ft, 30ft, 40ft, and 45ft) can be placed on these [41]. The wagon train would then have a maximum of 23 wagons, i.e., 46 bays. Due to the two additional axles compared to the Sggns, this wagon is characterised by its high loading weight.

In comparison of their degrees of capacity utilisation and in the light of the demand structure, the train sets are assumed to be predominantly formed from six-axle Sggmrss, complemented by Sggns – depending on the share of seaport-hinterland traffic.

Pre-run and post-run blocks are under the assumption of a continuous vehicle rotation, allowing for at least three daily cycles with a number of (conventional) trucks dimensioned according to the flow of goods. One vehicle per 40ft/45ft unit (or two 20ft) is deployed.

Line network and timetabling

The Deutschlandtakt Cargo ITF framework was taken as a basis to identify train on paths on highly frequented corridors which will be generally viable in the long run (Figure 8).
The proposed line concepts for a detailed investigation corresponding to the stages one to four are depicted in Figure 9. The production system distinguishes between the selected ITF hub nodes and other terminals served. The envisaged lines of either 60 or 120 minutes headway are highlighted in different colour. Routing of lines via the most operationally suitable terminals was done independently of the question of their operators and by a preliminary train path allocation to the physical graph of rail infrastructure.

Since the maximum headway is 120 minutes, the route search was performed and its results were weighted equally for both even and uneven hours of departure. At hubs and selected other terminals, transshipments were allowed if there was at least 20 minutes of overlapping train stopping time.

3.2 Assessment Indicators

The basic supply and demand data of the model instances for the specified four stages of extension and the respective assessment results from network assignment are given in Table 2.

### Table 2 – Modelling results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of bi-directional lines operated</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number domestic terminals served (of which ITF hubs)</td>
<td>14 (5)</td>
<td>24 (7)</td>
<td>24 (7)</td>
<td>40 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line network size (1,000 km)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average line length</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum of train sets required (hourly service 24/7)</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total train performance [mn vehkm p.a.] (hourly service 360 days)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual mileage train set (1000 km)</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container bays 40ft/45ft offered p.a. [1,000] at 1.4 per run (percent of demand potential)</td>
<td>2,371 (16.1)</td>
<td>4,742 (32)</td>
<td>6,520 (44)</td>
<td>8,298 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of O-D pairs served (%)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted deviation factor combined transport vs. road (%)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted transport time ratio combined T./Road (%)</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of served O-D pairs requiring transshipments en route (%)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total units assigned p.a. [1,000] (percent of demand potential)</td>
<td>876 (5.9)</td>
<td>1,822 (12.4)</td>
<td>3,494 (23.9)</td>
<td>5,843 (39.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail transport performance at full utilisation, gross [bn tkm]</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>137.2</td>
<td>192.3</td>
<td>253.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic pre-/post-run vehicles deployed</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>1,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic pre- and post-run road transport performance [mn tkm]</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>1,290</td>
<td>2,359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selected indicators, representing the vehicular transport performance, the addressable demand and the service levels, can be combined in indexed scatter plots. Corresponding exemplary trajectories from the first to the fourth stage of extension can be derived (Figure 10).

4. DISCUSSION

With some resemblance to the creation of the German passenger intercity network in the past – spanning more than a decade – a hypothetical network of an extended containerised system of transport was investigated by defining four gradual stages of extension according to possible planning horizons in the late 2020. Although terminal logistics is omitted here, a sufficient level of detail has been reached. There are several meaningful results:

The main finding of the calculations is that such periodic operations of high frequency would be eminently capable of handling the envisaged containerised segment of the forecasted freight vol-
Figure 8 – Train paths in accordance with the Deutschlandtakt Master Timetable [8]

Figure 9 – ITF line concepts at stages of extension 1 to 4
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Figure 10 – Cost-effectiveness and competitiveness assessment at stages of extension 1 to 4

Figure 10 – Cost-effectiveness and competitiveness assessment at stages of extension 1 to 4

ume. The contribution of combined transport to the BVWP reference scenario of 2030, 8% of the 18.5% of total rail market share could be nearly doubled.

Regardless of the actual acceptance on the demand side, the trajectories between the stages of extension provide indications of the presumed cost and benefit curves. The material and logistic effort of more competitiveness to road transport is considerable.

Although decisive propositions about market opportunities and thus actual modal shift potential cannot be accurately derived at this point, their preconditions in terms of comparative levels of service to road transport, particularly detour factors (distance as a proxy indicator of operating cost), the relative total transport times, and the share origin-destination pairs with direct or one-stop connections can be verifiably improved in extending the combined transport’s line network.

In examining the assessment indicators’ progress from stage to stage, a modal share of 25% of transport performance cannot be reached without excessively enlarging the terminal catchments. The dilemma situation of the limited market coverage can be studied: much wider terminal catchments imply lower level of service relative to road transport and an increase of detour factor due to increasing share of actually unproductive route segments. Connectivity comes at the expense of straight-line speed.

In addition to the bottlenecks in the infrastructure and at the terminals already mentioned, further difficulties are to be expected in the case of the increase in the modal split of rail by approximately 10 percentage points assumed in this study. This applies, among other things, to the chronic shortage of train driving staff. The apparently too low attractiveness of the profession would have to be improved by appropriate measures.

It should also be noted that there will continue to be a shortage of slots in the targeted mixed-use operation on upgraded infrastructure. Potential goal conflicts with regard to passenger train paths and congestions, delay due to renewal of the networks, and maintenance of the network complicate the situation in the forthcoming years. This will make it particularly difficult to keep the impact low in the event of disruptions. Sophisticated, detailed incident concepts must be developed to minimise the impact. This is the only way to retain the rail companies’ customers in the long term.

Nonetheless, depending on the stage of extension, up to 40% of the potential demand can be accommodated in the model. On the one hand, this is
Based on the specific emissions and traction energy mix so far, 9.75 million tonnes of CO₂ could be saved on an annual basis at stage 4. Applying the widely used unit cost differentials of Germany yields to a total reduction of external costs of €3.1bn p.a. at extension stage 4 [45].

5. CONCLUSIONS

Germany's location in the heart of Europe means that, in addition to considerable domestic traffic, it also has to accommodate significant growing cross-border traffic. To cope with it in the light of the challenges described at the beginning, the implementation of a more performant rail freight transport becomes acutely relevant [46]. Yet despite the obvious advantages of rail transport, a ubiquitous, substantial rise in freight train speed levels is still a vision. However, this does not apply to the choice of more efficient operating concepts.

The implementation of expedite system transports is considered a key supply-side measure in order to achieve ambitious modal shift targets. The call for integrated approaches towards an attractive choice option alternative to conventional road transport (cf. [22]) is without question.

Planning of market-mediated services relies on consistent quantity structures of the underlying supply-demand interaction. For this purpose, it is important and possible to support the consideration of investments and concrete service planning by means of transport modelling operated in analogy to passenger transport.

After more than two decades of advanced but largely "product undifferentiated liberalisation" [47] without an overarching, efficiency-oriented timetabling, more than a focus on direct trains should be possible in the context of system change in European rail freight.

In addressing this subject by a back-cast from a quantity structure equivalent to the target modal split, a freight transport model for Germany was built on the current state of information to estimate the market reach of a network of periodic lines and rather moderate technical requirements. Even though it was more difficult to accomplish, only non-proprietary, referenced sources were included in the process to assure reproducibility.

Potentially novel aspects are the timeline network design based on the Deutschlandtakt Cargo framework, the expected quantity structures as of 2030, and a segmentation for a route-specific mix of two major shipping container types. The distinction of four incremental stages of extension offers a roadmap to stepwise implementation.

There is still a number of limitations of the presented approach which can be taken as a recommendation for further research: (i) The price-competitiveness without subsidisation is questionable, also with several process chain elements not being specified. For example, the time to pre-build loading units was not included neither for road nor rail thus far. (ii) A cross-operator calibration based on actual values instead of only on forecast values would enable the transfer to concrete planning. (iii) The estimation of the terminals' transshipment performance, operating and external costs – including pre-/post-run road-based legs – needs to be refined, departing from average values. The informative value of the utilisation analysis should be improved by including a stochastic demand. (iv) The deployment of new transport and transshipment technologies about to be launched on the market shall be incorporated. (v) A transfer of the methodology to other, particularly neighbouring EU member states would be desirable.

The following policy recommendations can be given:

In contrast to the worthwhile (and often-requested) acceleration to 160 km/h that would, among other things, imply a complete adoption...
of automatic centre buffer couplers, the presented concept remains within ‘realistic bounds’ for the horizon of 2030 +/- three years. Towards achieving a competitive intermodal rail service, the recommended focus of investments should first be on:

- the increase of the share of cranable semi-trailers, possibly by prescribing standards and/or a non-distorting incentivisation
- the creation of fast access routes for through traffic from mainlines to the terminals involved, and the terminal’s ability to meet the specification requirements set of a Smart Cargo Station, and
- a global multi-modal reservation and routing system for the container bay inventory that may already include price incentivisation to balance utilisation in case of scarcities.

In order to bundle demand for shorter periods, it would also be worth considering to integrate today’s single wagon traffic into the hourly or two-hourly system connections. Together with classical combined transport, this might enable thin city pairs to be operated at a regular frequency and at a better cost level. Especially seaports are suitable as a start or end point for lines in system traffic due to the quantities loaded there. In order to be able to promote the identified potential, high investments in CT terminals and the network are required.

It became clear early on that certain freight train routes proposed under the Deutschlandtakt framework do not imply a true improvement, since the infrastructural framework conditions remain partially insufficient.

In summary, it can be concluded from the results to date that PFRP-based rail system transports with low access barriers improve the competitiveness, particularly for small- to medium-sized shipments. In effect, rail freight transport should urgently be more innovative, digital and flexible.

To substantially raise the rail freight market shares, transport policies need to promote the consistent expansion of a high-performance combined transport terminal network in order to multiply volumes, achieve faster transshipments and to enable flexible forms of operation.

It should be mentioned that there are single projects pointing in this direction that would lead to major improvements in the network if rolled out on a broad scale. With reference to corresponding press statements on this in October 2021, it was found that:

- the letter of intent for the construction of the Hamm multi-hub was signed [48], and
- a project for trial operations with automated freight trains was launched [49].

Thus, the practice is developing, albeit slowly, in the predefined sense of this approach.
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